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1 INTRODUCTION
We present a fast automated what-if analysis tool for MPLS networks which allows
us to verify a wide range of logical properties, e.g., related to the policy compliance,
in polynomial time and even under multiple link failures. Our tool takes into account
the actual dataplane configuration, rendering it especially useful for debugging. In
particular, our tool collects the different router configurations and then builds a
pushdown system, on which quantitative reachability is performed based on an expressive query language. The tool developed as part of ZOIS’ NetTest project outperforms state-of-the-art approaches by several orders of magnitude. The tool comes
with a platform-independent user interface and is available online.

2 TOOL IMPLEMENTATION
The front end of our tool provides a web-browser based visualization. The graphical interface allows us to load a number of predefined networks, e.g., from the
Internet Topology Zoo [1]. In the interface we can specify the query, including an
online help for router names with interfaces as well as the sets of labels tested at
each router. In options, we can set different parameters for the tool and graphically create the vector of linear expressions for the minimum trace specification. If a
witness trace is discovered, the GUI visualizes the trace including the operations
performed at each router. A screenshot in Figure 1 shows how to specify the minimization vector (Hops, Failures + 3 · Tunnels) and the corresponding witness trace.
The GUI is written in JavaScript and the source code is available under the GPL3
license. The backend verification engine is running on a web server but there is also
a packaged version of the visualization tool available that can be run locally without
the use of a web server (and allows to input additional MPLS networks created by
the user).
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Our tool is based on automata-theoretic approach that leverages a translation
from the query satisfiability (in an MPLS network) to a reachability analysis of a
pushdown automaton (with potentially infinitely many reachable configurations).
As reachability in pushdown automata is decidable in polynomial time [2, 3], this approach has the potential of scaling to large networks.
We develop a new C++ library (‘our solver’) to replace Moped in an earlier tool version [4]. Our experiments show a significant (several orders of magnitude) speedup
due to the novel translation method with optimized reduction methods as well as
due to our efficient implementation of the backend engine.

Figure 1: Example network loaded in the GUI
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The details about the architecture of our tool are given in Figure 2. The graphical user interface allows us to load an MPLS network, a query and possibly also a
weight expression. We then construct a pushdown automaton by means of over-approximation as the exact analysis requires to enumerate all of the (exponentially
many) failure scenarios. After this, we perform a series of reductions (based on
static analysis) on the constructed (weighted) pushdown automaton by removing
redundant rules in order to decrease its size. The reduced pushdown is than sent
either to the Moped engine (possible only if the weight requirements are not specified) or to our solver that accepts both weighted and unweighted pushdown automata. If the verification result says that the query is not satisfied, we achieve a
conclusive answer and report it to the GUI. Otherwise, the produced network trace
must be verified for its feasibility and the fact that it does not exceed in total 𝑘  link 
failures (for a fixed trace this can be done in polynomial time). In our experiments
on a real operator network, the answer was inconclusive for only 8 out of 6,000
queries (0.13% of the total)—a more expensive analysis is then needed.
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Figure 2: Tool Architecture
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3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluated the performance of our tool on a real-world operator network, with
31 routers and more than 250.000 forwarding rules. The operator uses an advanced
MPLS routing in its network, including numerous service labels by which it communicates with neighboring networks. In order to increase the variety of different
types of networks, we also created several variants of networks from Internet
Topology Zoo [1]. The experiments were run on our cluster with AMD EPYC 7551
processors running at 2.55 GHz with boost disabled, using 16GB memory limit and
10 minutes timeout.
P-Rex [4] reports that the verification of similar queries on a network of comparable size took between 28 minutes (for the simpler queries) and up to 109 minutes
(for the more complex ones). Given this, our tool shows an improvement of several
orders of magnitude and makes it possible to perform MPLS verification interactively for human operators, in particular in combination with our graphical user interface (the tool prototype from [4] is a command-line tool).
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